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Abstract 
Ifantis, E.K. and P.D. Siafarikas, On the zeros of a class of polynomials including the generalized Bessel 
polynomials, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 49 (1993) 103-109. 
It is proved that the real part of any zero of the polynomial PN+, (x) of degree N which is defined by 
a,+,P,+,(x)- a,P,_,(x>-- b,P,(x)= xc,P,(x), P,(x)= 0, P,(x)= 1, is negative in the case b, > 0, c, > 0. A 
consequence of this result is that the zeros of the Bessel polynomials, as well as the zeros of the generalized 
Bessel polynomials for a > 2, have negative real parts. Moreover, an estimate of the real part, which can be 
easily found, improves a well-known inequality, in the case a > 3N - 1. 
Keywords: Generalized Bessel polynomials; associated Bessel polynomials 
1. Introduction 
We consider the class of polynomials which are defined as follows: 
%+,C+i(~) -%X-,(x) -~~~~(~) ==cnU+ (1.1) 
P&c) = 0. PI(X) = 1, 
where a, # 0, c, # 0 for every n and b, an arbitrary real sequence. In the particular case 
a, = 1, b, = 8, 1, a,, = 0, IZ zm, 6,, = 1, and c, = 2(n + v>, v in general complex, we obtain a 
class of polynomials which we call associate Bessel polynomials (ABPs). The known Bessel 
polynomials are obtained for v = - i. For 
b = (a-2)(2n+a-3) (2n + a - 2)(2n + a - 3) 
n (n+a-2)(2n+a-4)““’ cn= 2(?2 + a - 2) 
U n, 
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and a,, defined by 
a n-1 (n + a - 2)(2n + a - 4) 
-= (n_1)(2n+a_2) ,n=2,3,... and a,=l, 
a, 
we obtain the well-known generalized Bessel polynomials (GBPs), provided that a > 2. 
It is proved that the real part of any zero of the polynomial P,+,(x) of degree N which is 
obtained from (1.1) is negative in the case b, > 0, c, > 0. A consequence of this result is that 
the zeros of the Bessel polynomials, as well as the zeros of the generalized Bessel polynomials 
for a > 2, have negative real parts. Moreover, an estimate of the real part can be found easily. 
2. The abstract setting 
Let HN be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space with the orthonormal basis e,, II = 1, 2,. . . , N. 
Let V be the truncated shift operator (Ve, = e,, i, n < N, Ve, = 0) and I/ * its adjoint 
(V*e, = e,_,, II > 1, V*e, = 0). We also need the diagonal operators A: Ae, = a,e,, B: Be, = 
bnen and C: Ce, = c,e,, where a, # 0, c, # 0 for every IZ and b, an arbitrary real sequence. 
The following basic theorem can easily be proved. 
Theorem 2.1. The number A (complex or real) is a zero of the polynomial P,,,(x) of degree N 
which is obtained from (1.11, if and only if there exists an element f # 0 in HN which satisfies the 
operator equation 
(V*A -Al/- B)f = ACf. (2.1) 
Proof. Let A be an eigenvalue of problem (2.1). Since a,, # 0, n = 1, 2,. . . , N, we have 
(f, e,) # 0, because otherwise (f, e2) = (f, e3) = . . * = (f, en> = 0, i.e., f = 0. So we can 
normalize f by setting (f, e,) = 1. Then from (2.1) we find (f, e2) = P,(A), <f, e3) = 
P,(A), . . . ,( f, e,) = P,(A). Since I/e, = 0, scalar product multiplication of (2.1) by eN leads to 
-a,P,-,(A) - &P,(A) = AcNPN(A), (2.2) 
which together with (1.1) gives P,+,(A) = 0. Conversely, if P,,,+,(A) = 0, then it is easy to see, 
using (2.2), that the vector f = C,N_lP,(A)e,, P,(A) = 1, satisfies (2.1). Note that f Z 0, because 
P,(A)= 1. •I 
Remark 2.2. (i) The Bessel polynomials Y,(x) of degree n satisfy the recurrence relation 
Y n+l -K-l = (2n + l)xY,, n >, 2, (24 
YrJ(x> = 1, YI(X) = 1 +x. 
If we set Y,< x) = P1( x), Y,(x) = P,, + I( x), then the polynomial PN+ ,(x) is the Bessel polynomial 
of degree N and can be defined by P,(x) = 1 and 
Pn+i(x) - P,_i(x) = (2n - l)xP,(x) + fin,i, n > 1, 
where 6, , = 0 for n # 1, and a,,, = 1 for n = 1. 
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The Bessel polynomials are a particular case of the more general polynomials 
P,+*(x) -P&x) = 2(n + r+P,(~) + %,I, (2.4) 
P&q = 0, PI(X) = 1, 
which we call associated Bessel polynomials (ABPs). The ABPs can also be written in the form 
P,+1(x) -P,-,(x) - %z,,P,(x) = 2(n + +P&), (2.5) 
P&) = 0, P,(x) = 1, 
which is a particular case of (1 .l>. 
(ii) The generalized Bessel polynomials GBPs YJx, a), IZ = 0, 1, 2,. . . , satisfy the recurrence 
relation [4] 
(n + a - 1)(2?2 + a - 2)Y,,,(x, u) - n(2n + u)Y,_,(x, u) 
-(u - 2)(2?2 + a - l)y,(x, u) 
= i(2n + u)(2n + a-2)(2n+u- l)xY,(x, a), n>l, (2.6) 
Y&, a> = 1, Y,(x, u) = 1+ $x. 
In the same way the GBP PNtl(x) of degree N, for a > 2, can be obtained from the recurrence 
relation 
P,,l(X) - 
(n - 1)(2n + a - 2) 
C-I(X) - 
(u - 2)(2n + a - 3) 
(n + a - 2)(2n + a - 4) (n + a - 2)(2n + a - 4) P,(x) 
(2n + a - 2)(2n + a - 3) 
= 
2(n + a - 2) %(x) 7 
&l(x) = 0, Pi(X) = 1. 
By setting P,(x) = u,R,(x), where a, is given by 
a, = 1 and a,= 
(n - 1)(2n + a - 2) 
(n + a - 2)(2n + a - 4) u,-17 
we obtain a recurrence relation of the form (1.11, i.e., 
%+1&+1(X) -%2%,(x) -&J,(x) =qZR,(x), 
with 
b = (a-2)(2n+u-3) 
n (n+u-2)(2n+u-4)“” 
and 
c, = 
(2n + a - 2)(2n + a - 3) 
2(n+u-2) un* 
Observe that in this case a,, b,, c, > 0, n a 1. 
(2.7) 
P-8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
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For a = 1 the form of the GBP differs essentially. As follows from (2.6) for (Y = 1, the GBP 
P,+,(x) of degree N is obtained by the recurrence relation 
2n - 1 
Cl+&,) - ~ 2n _ 3C&) + 2--&x) = (2n - 1 - 9,,I)xp,(~) - %,I. 
By setting P,(x) = a,R,(x), we find 
or 
= (2n - 1 - &+2,R,(x) - a,,, 
%+IRl+I(x) -%Lr(X) + &.R.(“) = (2n - 1 - $%,l)%RH - %,I, 
and determining a, by 
2n - 1 
a n = 2n%” a, = 1, (2.12) 
we obtain 
R,(x) = 1 
and 
or 
= (2n - 1 - $,,,)u,xR,(x) - 6,,,R,(x) 
%+1R+r(x) -%J,&) + 
i 
A% + %I,, R,(x) = (2n - 1 + &J)UnXRn(X), 
(2.13) 
R,(x) = 1. 
This is of the form (Ll), where a, is given by 
bn = - A% + a,,, i 1 (2.14) 
and 
c, = u,(2n - 1 + $Y,,,). (2.15) 
3. Main results 
Theorem 3.1. Let b,, > 0, a, # 0 and c, > 0, n 2 1. Then every zero A E C of the polynomials 
which satisfy the recurrence relation (1.1) has negative real part. 
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Proof. From Theorem 2.1 we know that the zeros of (1.1) are the eigenvalues of the generalized 
eigenvalue problem 
(V*A -AV--B)f=ACf, A =A, +ih,. (3.1) 
From (3.1) it follows that 
V*A-AV 
i 
i 
f-Bf=hCf 
or 
i&f -Bf =ACf, (3.2) 
where A, = (V *A -AV)/i. Scalar product multiplication of (3.2) with f gives 
i(A,f, f)-(Bf, f)=UCf, f)+%(Cf, f). (3.3) 
Since A,, B and C are self-adjoint operators and therefore (A, f, f >, (Bf, f > and (Cf, f > are 
real numbers, from (3.3), equating the real parts, we obtain 
A,(Cf> f) = -(Bf, f ). (3.4) 
The desired result follows from (3.4) because (Bf, f > > 0 and (Cf, f > > 0. 0 
Remark 3.2. (i) With the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 it follows immediately that the polynomi- 
als which satisfy recurrence relation (1.1) have no purely imaginary zeros. 
(ii) For b, = 0, n = 1, 2 ,..., N, it follows from (3.4) that A, = 0, which means that the 
polynomials which satisfy recurrence relation (1.1) have purely imaginary zeros. 
Corollary 3.3. Let v > - 1 and A(v) = A,(v) + iA, be a zero of the associate Bessel polynomi- 
als (ABPs) PN+I. Then the real part A,(v) is negative and lies in the open interval 
( 
1 
- 
2(v+ 1)’ O * I 
Proof. In that case we have a, = 1, b, = 6n,l, 
II f II 2 = (f, f > and (Cf, f > = (CC, + v)f, f 1 
c,=n+vandtherefore(Bf,f)<IIB)I Ilf112= 
w h ere C, is the diagonal operator C,: COen = ne,, 
n = 1, 2,..., N. So the relation (3.4) gives 
(f7 f) 
-A1(v)G 2((C,+v)f, f)’ 
(3.5) 
from which, since ((C, + v)f, f > > (1 + v>( f, f >, the desired result follows. 0 
Remark 3.4. For v = - +, Corollary 3.3 proves a theorem of [5], which states that the zeros of 
Bessel polynomials have negative real parts. This result was proved also by different methods in 
[VI. 
Corollary 3.5. For a > 2 every zero of the GBP PN,l (xl of degree N has negative real part. 
Moreover, we haue the estimate 
2(a - 2) 2 
(2N+a-4)(2N+a-2) < -“<a’ a>2’ P-6) 
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Proof. The first statement follows directly from Theorem 3.1 because in (2.9), a,, b,, c, > 0 for 
n=l,2 )...) N. 
To prove inequality (3.61, we set in (3.2) f= C-‘/*u and obtain 
ic-‘/*A,C-‘/*u - BC-‘u = Au. 
Thus A = XC-‘/*A,C-‘/*u, u) - (BC-‘u, u) = A, + ih, and 
-A, = (BPu, U), J/U/I = 1. 
Since 
2(Cl- 2) 
bnc” = (2~2 + a - 4)(2n + a - 2) ’ 
(3.6) follows from the inequalities 
2(” - 2) 2 
(2~+~-4)(2~+~_2) <bnc~lg~’ u>2* q (3.9) 
Remark 3.6. The bound 
2(” - 2) 
A1+(2N+a-4)(2N+u-2)’ 
for a > 3N - 1, is better than the bound 
2u 
A,< - 
(2N + a - 5)(2N + a - 2) 
given in [2]. 
Remark 3.7. Theorem 3.1 is not applicable in the case a = 1, because from (2.14), b, > 0 and 
b,<Ofor n>l. 
4. Open problem 
See [3, Section 81. 
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